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1. Introduction

of di erent cooling systems is a major challenge in
thermal engineering. Several numerical and experimental studies have been performed to enhance the
eciency of di erent thermal equipment based on
di erent mechanisms such as improving design, using
novel uids for heat transfer, and developing new
mathematical models to name a few. In addition, the
e ect of magnetic eld on natural or mixed convection
has drawn considerable attention due to its important
role in controlling convective ow as well as thermal
behaviors in engineering. Some of the most signi cant
studies in these elds are discussed below.
A nite element solution for lid-driven mixed
convection in a square cavity demonstrated the occurrence of less heat transfer near the wall in case
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wavy conduit were numerically investigated in this study. The conduit was considered to
contain a pair of rotating cylinders. It was heated and cooled from its lower and upper
wavy surfaces, respectively. The rotating cylinders were placed along the centerline of the
wavy conduit. It was also permeated by an external magnetic eld. Finite element method
was employed to simulate the conservation equations. Based on the current investigation, a
new model was developed to improve the thermal conductivity of nano uids inside a wavy
conduit. In addition, a detailed parametric study was conducted to visualize the e ects of
dimensionless key parameters on the ow structure and temperature eld in the conduit.
The numerical results indicated that the physical parameters could noticeably a ect both
uid ow using streamlines and temperature distributions using isotherm contours and
average Nusselt number. The rotating cylinders, wavy surfaces, and inclined magnetic eld
were found to have the most signi cant e ects on the heat transfer mechanism. Maximum
heat transfer occurred when placing the magnetic eld at an angle of 90 .
© 2022 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Dedicated research on the mixed convection in a closed
or open enclosure is essential due to its industrial
and engineering applications such as heat exchangers,
electronic cooling, nuclear reactors, solar technologies,
and air conditioning. Examination of the performance
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of uniform heating, and vice versa [1]. The local
average Nusselt number as well as the transition of
ow pattern in forced convection from free convection
caused by Reynolds number depended on Grashof
number. Later on, the nite volume technique was
employed to investigate the mixed convection in a
cavity with top wall motion and a corner heater [2].
The heat transfer rate was recorded as a decreasing
function of Hartman number, which became prominent
at larger Grashof number. Another nite volume
analysis of mixed convection in a vertical lid-driven
square enclosure exhibited the increasing magnitude
of the magnetic eld strength to increase the drag
coecient and decrease the heat transfer rate [3].
Another numerical study was conducted to examine
the impact of magnetic eld on the natural convection in a trapezoidal enclosure [4] according to which
higher values of magnetic strength and wall inclination
angle reduced the heat transfer rate. Sivasankaran et
al. [5] employed nite volume method to conduct a
numerical analysis of mixed convection in a lid-driven
cavity whose vertical walls were partially heated in
the presence of magnetic eld e ect. In their study,
two similar and dissimilar locations of heating and
cooling walls were considered. They found that in
the case of similar locations of partially thermally
active walls, the average heat transfer rate increased
compared to the case of dissimilar locations. Therefore,
the existing numerical results of the convective uid
ow and temperature elds in di erent geometries
with dissimilar thermal conditions in the presence of
magnetic eld substantiated the limitations of lower
thermal conductivity in a traditional heat transfer
uid that impeded the improvement of heat transfer
eciency in modern technologies.
Taking into account the industrial demands for
higher cooling eciency, Maxwell [6] developed a thermal conductivity model based on the amalgamation of
millimeter- or micrometer-sized particles into the traditional uids. However, the practical implementation of
this research outcome faced some notable limitations
including rapid sedimentation, erosion, clogging, and
high-pressure drop. A new technology has been developed in recent years to overcome these limitations using
nano uids, which are colloidal mixtures of nanometersized particles (metal or metal-oxide) and traditional
heat transfer uids. This type of heat transfer uids
originates from the Argonne National Laboratory [7].
Stability and higher thermal conductivity of these novel
uids make them suitable for practical applications in
heat transfer processes. Several numerical studies have
been conducted to date in this regard. A selected
number of pertinent research outcomes available in the
literature are discussed in the following.
Fereidoon et al. [8] employed a nite volume
technique to analyze mixed convection ow in an
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Al2 O3 /water nano uid lled inclined square cavity
with two moving walls. They noted that the heat
transfer rate di ered from Richardson number and
Reynolds number due to solid volume fraction of
nanoparticles. This analysis was extended later to
an inclined magnetic eld in the presence of discrete
heater to identify the entropy generation and average
Nusselt number as sensitive to a number of selected
parameters [9]. Through a numerical investigation of
the mixed convection ow of nano uid in an inclined
trapezoidal cavity with a lid-driven wall, Kareen et
al. [10] found the average Nusselt number to be directly
in uenced by not only di erent concentrations and
diameters of the nanoparticles, but also inclination
angle and aspect ratio. They also noted that the
heat transfer rate would be greater in aiding ow than
that in opposing ow. M'hamed et al. [11] presented
a brief review to better understand the e ect of the
external magnetic eld on nano uids particles and ow
as well. These investigations explored the uid ow and
heat transfer enhancement simple con gurations under
di erent boundary conditions, considering nano uids
in the presence of magnetic eld [1-11]. Of note, geometries with appropriate obstruction were not necessarily
considered in these studies.
Separate obstruction of circular, square, triangular, or other shapes can be applied to controlling
the uid ow and temperature resulting from natural,
forced, or mixed convection in a closed or open enclosure. This particular phenomenon has important
applications in thermal engineering when uid ow
needs to be restrained or bifurcated. A number of studies have been conducted to explore these phenomena.
For example, natural convection in a square enclosure
containing a solid body was numerically investigated
by House et al. [12]. They observed that the uid ow
and heat transfer were controlled by Rayleigh number, magnetic parameter, obstacle size, and thermal
conductivity ratio. Another study on the combined
convections, either natural and forced, in a rectangular
cavity with a solid cylinder revealed that both heat
transfer and temperature in the cavity depended on
the governing parameters [13]. In an investigation
into the entropy generation for magnetohydrodynamic
mixed convection in an open cavity lled with hybrid
nano uid in the presence of an adiabatic square obstacle, the increased magnetic eld e ects decreased
the average Nusselt number and improved the entropy
generation [14]. Mehmood et al. [15] analyzed the
mixed convection in a lid-driven square cavity with
a heated hollow obstacle in the presence of magnetic
eld. They reported that the magnetic eld a ected
heat transfer and average entropy generation. Later
on, Selimefendigil and Oztop [16] numerically studied
the mixed convection in a PCM lled cavity in the
presence of a rotating cylinder. In their study, the heat
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transfer and melting process were found controlling
with the cylinder rotation. They also observed 10%
more heat transfer in the case of using a large cylinder
in clockwise rotation than that while using a smaller
one. Then, they [17] used a novel method to visualize
the combined e ects of the oriented magnetic eld and
rotating tube bundle. They reported that the heat
transfer performance coecient increased 13% more at
a Hartmann number of 5 than that in the non-magnetic
eld con guration. In addition, the heat transfer
performance coecient was found 52% more while the
highest solid volume fraction of CNT nanoparticles
was suspended in the base uid. Chamkha et al. [18]
conducted a nite element-based numerical study of
mixed convection of CNT-water nano uid ow in a liddriven 3D trapezoidal porous cavity with a rotating
cone under the e ect of magnetic eld and found that
the aspect ratio of the cone could be an excellent tool
for heat transfer enhancement. CNT nanoparticles
caused an increase in the average Nusselt and the
magnetic eld decreased convection. In this regard, it
can be concluded that the presence of internal blockage
could a ect the heat transfer rate and uid motion.
However, the analysis of heat transfer performance
a ected by irregular surfaces of di erent geometries did
not receive enough attention in these studies.
The irregular surfaces of a complicated structure
form additional recirculation regions that can improve
the mixing of uid and heat transfer characteristics,
compared to other simple structures. In fact, the wavy
surfaces of a complicated geometry can radically improve the heat transfer performance in many engineering systems such as heat exchangers, electronic cooling, nuclear reactors, chemical processing equipment,
lubrication systems, food processing, and underground
cable systems [19]. The problems of mixed convection
and entropy generation in a nano uid lled wavy cavity
equipped with a rotating cylinder were investigated in
detail with multiple variations of the con guration [20{
21]. Later on, the nite volume approach with SIMLE
algorithm was taken into account to examine laminar
nano uid ow and heat transfer in a sinusoidal-wavy
channel [22]. Incorporation of nanoparticles with an
increase in the pumping power signi cantly enhanced
the heat transfer and decreased the coecient of skin
friction. Makinde and Reddy [23] examined the e ect
of velocity slip on hydromagnetic peristaltic ow of
Casson uid through an asymmetric channel lled with
porous medium and observed that the permeability
parameter could increase the size of trapped bolus;
however, under the e ect of velocity slip, it diminished. Moreover, the velocity and temperature pro les
decreased with an increase in the magnetic eld and
Casson uid parameters. A numerical investigation of
the forced convection and pressure drop in nano uids
ow through a horizontal tube and wavy channel

proved that single-phase models could provide accurate
nano uids transport characteristics through a wavy
channel more precisely than two-phase models [24]. By
using nite volume approach to analyze the heat transfer mechanism in a corrugated duct, it was observed
that enhancement was a ected by the corrugated shape
of the channel and Reynolds number [25]. Ionescu and
Neagu [26] numerically investigated the ow and heat
transfer characteristics in a corrugated channel using
nite element method. In their study, the thermal
boundary layer was found to be thinner in the concave
portions of the channel, and the local Nusselt along
the lower channel wall increased upon increasing the
spacing ratio when the waviness parameter under study
is kept constant. The e ect of the heat source of
di erent lengths on the phenomenon of heat transfer
in a horizontal channel attached to an open trapezoidal
cavity was evaluated by Laouira et al. [27]. They noted
that local and average Nusselt numbers increased upon
increasing the length of heat source. Later on, AlFarhany et al. [28] extended this study considering
the magnetic eld e ect and demonstrated that the
heat transfer rate increased upon increasing Richardson
number and decreased under the magnetic eld e ects.
According to the previous studies, geometrical
con guration plays a signi cant role in the uid ow
and heat transfer behavior. Although numerous studies
have been conducted on the mixed convection in di erent geometries to date, understanding this phenomenon
in a nano uid lled wavy conduit is still challenging.
The primary objective of the present study was to numerically examine the mixed convection in a nano uid
lled wavy conduit with a pair of isothermal rotating
circular cylinders acting as the obstructions. Simulations were performed based on nite element method.
Numerical results were obtained for ow and thermal
elds using streamlines, temperature contours, and
heat transfer rate. A detailed parametric discussion
was also presented based on the obtained results in
the following section. In the authors' opinion, this
innovative research can be signi cantly employed in
practical applications in thermal engineering elds as
a means of enhancing the performance of ow mixing
and heat transfer mechanisms, e.g., cooling systems for
electronic and micro-electronic devices, solar collectors,
industrial heat radiators, heat exchangers, speci c heat
exchanger for industrial applications such as an engine
intercooler system, and so on [19,26,29].

2. Physical model
Figure 1 shows a physical model of the wavy conduit
lled with copper oxide-water nano uid. A pair of
rotating cylinders was included in the conduit. Its
bottom surface was heated at Th and the top surface was cooled at Tc , i.e., Th > Tc . Isothermal
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the wavy conduit.
Table 1. Thermo-physical properties of water and copper-oxide [30].
Physical properties Water Copper-oxide (CuO)
Cp (J/kg.K)
 (kg/m3 )
k (W/mK)
(1/K)
 ( m) 1

4179
997.1
0.613
2:1  10
0.05

temperatures were maintained on these surfaces. All
rotating cylinders had a radius of 0.25 H . The
thermal condition and rotation speed and direction
were identical for the cylinders. The initial conditions
for the simulations are as follows:







Uniform velocity at the inlet: ui .
Inlet temperature: Tc .
Convective boundary condition at the outlet.
Conduit length: L = 6H .
Conduit height 2H whose amplitude was a and wave
length .
A uniform magnetic eld B~ 0 = Bx^i + By ^j was
functionalized at anqangle and its strength was
measured by B0 = Bx2 + By2 .

All the thermo-physical properties of the uid
were considered xed except density that changed with
a change in temperature. Table 1 shows a combination of base uid and nanoparticles. As dimensional
coordinate systems, x-axis and y-axis were assumed
to be along the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively. The gravitational acceleration (g) was
taken in the negative direction of y-axis, i.e., in the
downward direction.

3. Mathematical analysis
Based on both Boussinesq approximation and current
physical models, the conservation equations of the ow
model can be written as [13{15,31,32]:
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Here, the estimated properties of nano uids in
these equations (Eqs. (1){(6)) are presented below
[6,9,14,15,33]:
nf = (1 ) f +  s ;
(7)
k s2

s2
@x2

+

nf = f (1 + 39:11 + 533:92 );

(8)

(cp )nf = (1 ) f (cp )f +  s (cp )s ;

(9)
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Both static and dynamic mechanisms were taken into
account to model the thermal conductivity of nano uids on the basis of medium theory [34,35]. It is
important to note that the dynamic mechanism, viz.
Brownian motion of nanoparticles, can signi cantly
contribute to improving the thermal conductivity of
nano uids. However, it was not included in the
Maxwell's thermal conductivity model [6]. In the
current study, the Maxwell's model was extended
by incorporating the Brownian motion e ect [36], as
shown in the following:
knf =

s

KB Tref
:
3ds f

V =

On the top wavy surface:
a f1 cos(2x=)g

(16)

At the inlet port:
(17)

At the outlet port:
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=
=
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On the cylinder surfaces:
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u
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where the peripheral speed is up = !R.
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Therefore, converted non-dimensional governing equations are:
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A set of dimensionless variables (in Eq. (21)) was
considered in this study to transform the governing
equations into the dimensionless form.
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The corresponding boundary conditions take the following dimensionless forms:
On the bottom wavy surface:
U = 0; V = 0;  = 0;

(19)
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On the bottom wavy surface [19]:
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Physical model-based boundary conditions are:
u = 0;  = 0; T = Th ;
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At the solid- uid interface of the cylinders:

0  X  L:
On the top wavy surface:

H + a f1 cos(2X=)g ;

(28)
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U = 0; V = 0;  = 0; H

a f1 cos(2X=)g ;

0  X  L:

(29)

At the inlet port:
U = 1; V = 0;  = 0; 0  Y

 L=3:

At the outlet port:
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On the cylinder surfaces:
Uc = Sr sin

Vc = Sr cos ;
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:
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;
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(33)

3.1. Descriptions of the important parameters

3.1.1. Nusselt number
Nusselt number was used to measure the heat transfer
rate from the heated surface, which is de ned in the
dimensional form as [37,38]:
hH
Nu =
:
(34)
kf
The heat transfer coecient (h) and thermal conductivity of nano uid can be de ned using heat ux as
[37,38]:
qw
h=
;
(35)
Th Tc
and:
qw
knf =
:
(36)
@T /@y
Based on Eqs. (34){(36) and dimensionless quantities
(Eq. (21)) in this study, Nusselt number is de ned as
[37,38]:
knf @
;
(37)
Nu =
kf @Y
Z

av =

Z

 
 V dV ;
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(39)

where V is the conduit volume.

3.2. Numerical procedure

The governing equations (Eqs. (22){(27)) related to
the boundary conditions (Eqs. (28){(33)) were solved
by using nite element method. The numerical procedure demands the application of the method available in [40,41]. Galerkin weighted residual technique
was considered in the current simulation to convert
the aforementioned equations into a set of integral
equations [42]. They were transferred into nonlinear
algebraic equations using Gauss quadrature method
[43], which was necessarily modi ed by imposing the
relevant boundary conditions. The obtained nonlinear
algebraic equations were simpli ed into linear algebraic
equations [44,45]. The simpli ed equations were solved
using triangular factorization technique [46]. Application of this simulation procedure is also available in our
studies [47,48]. However, details of this procedure are
not presented here.

3.3. Mesh analysis

Mesh analysis is a procedure that divides a geometric
domain into a set of sub-domains considering triangular
or quadrilateral elements for 2D geometric domain
called nite elements. It is a discrete presentation of
computational domain where the dependent variables
of a problem are to be solved. In the case of nite
element method, the mesh analysis of complicated
geometrics makes it a powerful and versatile analytical
tool for solving the engineering problems faced in
practical applications [49]. The mesh con guration of
the present study is given in Figure 2.
The dependency of the current numerical results
on meshing was tested with respect to the average
Nusselt number calculated for di erent mesh sizes [31].
The exemplary results of this grid sensitivity analysis
are presented in Table 2. A mesh size of 14193 nodes
and 27504 elements was found appropriate to obtain
the mesh independent solution to the present problem.

3.4. Model validation

To validate the current model, the numerical procedure was employed to solve the problems of mixed

q

1 S
Nu 1 + (dy/dx)2 dx;
(38)
S 0
where S represents the length of bottom surface and
(knf =kf ) is calculated using Eq. (14).
Nuav =

3.1.2. Average temperature
The following expression was used to evaluate the
average temperature inside the channel [39]:

Figure 2. Presentation of 2D triangular meshes in the
wavy conduit.
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Table 2. Grid sensitivity test at P r = 6:2, Re = 20, Ha = 20, = 45 , and  = 1%.
Nodes
4882
8610
11443
14193
17310
(elements) (9354) (16590) (22130) (27504) (33610)
Nuav

9.20985

9.32724

9.38528

9.42472

9.44154

Table 3. Comparison of average Nusselt number (Ra = Rayleigh number and K = thermal conductivity ratio).
House
Rahman j((a b)/b)  100j j((a c)/c)  100j
Ra K Present
work et al. [12] et al. [13]
0
0
0
105
105
105

0.2
1.0
5.0
0.2
1.0
5.0

0.7072
1.0000
1.4144
4.6218
4.5020
4.3174

0.7063
1.0000
1.4125
4.6239
4.5061
4.3249

0.7071
1.0000
1.4142
4.6337
4.5037
4.3190

0.127
0.000
0.134
0.045
0.091
0.173

0.0141
0.000
0.0141
0.2567
0.0377
0.0370

convection and natural convection ow in varying
geometric con gurations [12,13,28]. These problems
were resolved earlier through di erent numerical codes.
a) House et al. [12] examined heat transfer enhancement for natural convection in a square cavity with
a centered heat conducting obstacle. The control
volume method was used to simulate the governing
equations. We exercised the present code to solve
the problem posed by House et al. [12] and then
compared them with existing results given in [12].
b) Rahman et al. [13] numerically investigated the
free and forced convection in a rectangular cavity equipped with solid cylinder using Galekin
weighted residual nite element method. For
further veri cation, the present code is used to solve
the problem [13] and then, the results are compared
with our results.
c) Al-Farhany et al. [28] simulated the laminar mixed
convection ow in a horizontal channel with an
open trapezoidal enclosure under the e ect of magnetic eld. We simulated the identical problem of
[28] and compared our simulated results with those
available in [28].
The comparative results are presented in Table 3
and Figure 3. The maximum deviation was less

Figure 3. Validation of the present code against the

numerical results presented in [28]: streamlines (left) and
isotherms (right).

than 1% in Table 3. The close agreement between
the current results and similar ndings reported in
the previous studies validates the present simulation
methodology.

4. Results and discussion
The current research performed a numerical simulation
of convective ow of nano uid in a wavy conduit with
a pair of rotating cylinders subjected to an inclined
magnetic eld. The objective was to evaluate the
e ects of the selected number of physical parameters on
the ow structure and temperature elds. The ranges
of values for the governing parameters considered for
the simulations are presented in Table 4.
The ndings of this study were presented using

Table 4. The range of values for the governing parameters.
Parameter
Lowest values Highest values

Reynolds number
Nanoparticle volume fraction
Magnetic eld parameter
Magnetic inclination angle
Speed ratio
Prandtl number for the base uid

20
0%
0
0
2
6.2

200
5%
50
180
+2
6.2
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Figure 4. Plots showing the streamlines (a) and isotherms (b) with respect to (P r = 6:2, Ha = 20, = 45 , and  = 1%).
streamlines and isotherm contours. The results were
also analyzed from a physical point of view using the
values of average Nusselt number.

4.1. Reynolds number (Re)

The e ect of Reynolds number on streamlines and
isotherms is illustrated in Figure 4 with the cylinders
undergoing Counter Clock Wise Rotation (CCWR). As
shown in Figure 4(a), a pair of vortices was formed
on the upper surface of the cylinders. However, each
of these intersected with the cylinder prior to their
complete development. A couple of secondary vortices
were also formed on lower surfaces of the cylinders
which were weaker in strength and smaller in size than
the upper vortices. As the strength of ow circulation
increased, the streamlines became condensed from the
cylinders to the upper wavy surface of the conduit
with rising Re. It was, most likely, because higher
Re led to greater uid inertia, hence an increase
in both magnitude and concentration of streamlines.
Moreover, half-done circulations were formed near the
end of the conduit as a result of the e ects of governing
parameters and imposed boundary conditions. The
streamlines near the wavy surface became curvy from
inlet to outlet of the conduit. Signi cant changes were
also observed in the distribution of the streamlines
for changes in Re. On the other hand, as shown in
Figure 4(b), the isotherms are densely distributed over
the heated surface and rotating cylinders, indicating
that the heat transfer begins from these regions. Ringshaped circulations were also formed within and around
the cylinders for the combined e ect of physical parameters and imposed thermal conditions. As Re increased
in Figure 4(b), the isotherms in the direction of ow
were squeezed towards the bottom surface and cylin-

ders. Reducing the thickness of the thermal boundary
layer increased the forced convection e ects and heat
transfer rate as well. Of note, the temperature near
the center of the cylinders increased upon increasing
Re, mainly because the thermal conductivity of the
solid domains was conversely varied with respect to
Reynolds number, thus causing a reduction in heat
ux from each rotating heat source to the surrounding
uid. The counter clockwise rotation also moved the
isotherms to the upward direction near the rear of the
heat sources as well as the channel.

4.2. Nanoparticle concentration ()

Streamline plots for di erent concentrations of
nanoparticles in the base uid are presented in Figure 5(a). For this kind of computations, the cylinders
were maintained in spinning states (CCWR) while
other parameters were kept constant. As shown in
Figure 5(a), the two vortices were formed next to each
rotating cylinder. The upper one was much stronger
and larger, i.e., more concentrated, than the lower one.
The magnitude of the ow eld was greater in the base
uid than that in the nano uid of 1% nanoparticles.
Further increase in nanoparticle concentration up to
5% did not cause any signi cant change in the streamline distribution within the channel; however, increasing the concentration of nanoparticles reduced the magnitude of ow circulation. The physics behind it is that
higher concentration of nanoparticles increases not only
the e ective density of nano uid (Eq. (7)), but also its
viscosity (Eq. (8)) which generates clogging force inside
that channel which retards the uid motion. Moreover,
circulations under the rotating cylinder are intensi ed
with higher strength in the case of greater volume
fraction, which is indicative of extra heat transfer
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Figure 5. Plots showing the streamlines (a) and isotherms (b) with respect to  (P r = 6:2, Re = 20, Ha = 20, and
= 45 ).

Figure 6. Plots showing the streamlines (a) and isotherms (b) with respect to Ha (P r = 6:2, Re = 20, = 45 , and

 = 1%).

there. Figure 5(b) represents the isotherm contours for
di erent concentrations of nanoparticles. According to
this gure, when nanoparticles are not amalgamated
in the base uid ( = 0%), a considerable temperature
pattern appears over the hot surfaces. This, in turn,
suggests that isotherm contours were emanated from
the heated surfaces. When nanoparticles of 1% were
suspended into the base uid, the isotherms maintained
similar patterns at di erent temperatures. At the same
time, high temperature near the center of the cylinders
was reduced. Further increase in the concentration of
nanoparticles (up to 5%) in the base uid did not result

in any signi cant change in distribution of isotherms
except in the core regions of the cylinders, mainly
because the e ective thermal conductivity of the uid
domain (Eq. (14)) and solid domain increased by the
suspended nanoparticles.

4.3. Strength of magnetic eld (Ha)

Figure 6 presents the ow circulations and temperature
distributions for di erent values of Ha as well as xed
values of the remaining parameters with streamline
and isotherm plotting. According to Figure 6(a),
the magnetic eld strength could considerably a ect
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modi cation of the streamline distribution in the ow
path and reduce the ow strength of the recirculation
cells within the conduit. This occurred as a result of
the interaction of the magnetic force with the buoyancy
force and uid inertia to produce Lorentz force. Consequently, the increased Lorentz force for higher magnetic
eld e ects suppressed the uid motion within the
conduit. This is the reason why the formation of
convection circulations in the direction of ow changed
signi cantly at higher magnetic strength (Ha = 50).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the magnetic eld
can regulate the shape and strength of ow circulation
through a channel. Figure 6(b) demonstrates the
e ects of Ha on isotherm contours at certain values
of the controlling parameters while the cylinders are
in motion. The isotherm pattern did not change
considerably under the magnetic eld e ect. Moreover,
in the case of large Ha, the high temperature within the
heat sources increased. The physics behind it is that
the interaction of the magnetic force with buoyancy
force can produce an additional degree of temperature
inside the channel, thus causing a reduction in the heat
transfer rate from sources.

4.4. Speed ratio (Sr)

Figure 7 shows the streamlines and temperature contours at di erent speed ratios while other parameters
are assumed constant. The negative and positive values
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of Sr are indicative of CWR and CCWR, respectively.
Similarly, Sr = 0 refers to the stationary state of the
cylinders. As demonstrated in Figure 7(a), a pair of
primary symmetrical vortices of equal magnitude was
produced besides the stationary cylinders. In addition,
secondary complete circulations of equal strength were
observed in the conduit. Moreover, symmetrical incomplete vortices were also produced near the inlet and
outlet of the conduit. Formation of this type of vortices
is indicative of an equal rate of heat transfer from both
sides of each heat source. When the cylinders rotated
at a speed ratio of 1 (as shown in Figure 5(a) at Re =
20), the primary vortices on the upper surface of the
cylinder became stronger with higher concentration.
At the same time, the vortices under the cylinders
turned out to be weaker due to the reduced number
of cells and ow strength. As the speed ratio increased
further to 2, the rotational speed dominated the ow
eld by producing elongated convection circulations
with greater strength. Consequently, more convective
heat was released from the upper surface of the rotating
cylinders. Wavy streamlines were also visible near the
bottom surface of the channel. On the contrary, the
vortices on the upper surface of cylinders turned out to
be weaker and smaller in size due to the formation of
stronger convection cells when Sr increased up to 1.
In other words, Sr = 1 led to a higher convective
heat transfer on the lower surface. Upon further

Figure 7. Plots showing the streamlines (a) and isotherms (b) with respect to Sr (P r = 6:2, Re = 20, Ha = 20, = 45 ,

and  = 1%).
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increase in the speed ratio up to 2, the lower vortices
were intensi ed in large shapes. In this case, wavy
streamlines were also visible near the upper surface of
the channel. On the other hand, an increase in the
speed ratio notably modi ed the temperature contours
(shown in Figures 7(b) and 5(b) at Re = 20). The
temperature near the center of cylindrical heat sources
decreased with an increase in the value of Sr mainly
because higher speed ratio accelerated the uid motion
throughout the conduit, thus leading to higher rate of
heat transfer as expected.

4.5. Heat transfer

Figures 8{10 show the e ects of the magnetic eld
on the variations in the average Nusselt number and
temperature in the range of Re, , and . The solid

Figure 10. Plots showing the average Nusselt number for
CCWR and CWR of the cylinders (Ha = variable,
variable, P r = 6:2, Re = 20, and  = 1%).

Figure 8. Plots showing the average Nusselt number for

CCWR and CWR of the cylinders (Ha = variable,
Re = variable, P r = 6:2, = 45 , and  = 1%).

Figure 9. Plots showing the average Nusselt number for

CCWR and CWR of the cylinders (Ha = variable,  =
variable, P r = 6:2, Re = 20, and = 45 ).

=

and dashed lines correspond to the values of Counter
Clockwise Rotation (CCWR) and Clockwise Rotation
(CWR) of the heat sources, respectively. As shown in
Figure 8, the average Nusselt number decreased as the
strength of magnetic eld increased, which was already
expected since the magnetic force was the source of
temperature in the ow eld. It was also found the heat
transfer rate was reduced by 2.59% and Ha varied from
0 to 50. In addition, the heat transfer rate increased
rapidly as the values of Re increased. Of note, a higher
value was obtained for the average Nusselt number
in CCWR than that in CWR. The numerical results
con rmed a 115.72% increase in the heat transfer rate
due to variations in Re from 20 to 200 in the CCWR
in the absence of magnetic eld e ect (Ha = 0), and it
was 110.50% while the magnetic eld of strength of 50
was placed at an angle of 45 . Figure 9 con rms the
sucient heat transfer enhancement for incorporation
of nanoparticles into the base uid water. Moreover, in
the absence of magnetic eld, the average Nusselt number increased up to 16.30% and 11.89%, respectively, as
the volume fraction increased from 0% to 5% in CCWR
and CWR. The corresponding values when exposed to
the magnetic eld of 50 in strength at an angle of
45 were 12.77% and 7.89%, respectively. Figure 10
demonstrates a typical plotting of the heat transfer
rate and mean temperature for di erent amounts of
magnetic eld strength and inclination angles. Of note,
the average Nusselt number had the same values at
= 0 and = 180 for all Ha's. These values
were at maximum and minimum, respectively, while
the magnetic eld was placed at angles of 90 and 45 .

4.6. Comparative results

Figure 11 represents the comparative results of the
heat transfer rate using average Nusselt number for
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Figure 11. Plots showing the average Nusselt number for di erent Re (a),  (b), Ha (c), and (d).
di erent con gurations modeled as Wavy Conduit with
Rotating Cylinders (WCRC), Wavy Conduit with No
Cylinders (WCNC), and Rectangular Channel with No
Cylinders (RCNC). As shown in Figure 11, in the case
of WCRC, compared to WCNC and RCNC, the heat
transfer rate accelerated signi cantly due to an increase
in Re and . In addition, the heat transfer rates
in RCNC, WCNC, and WCRC increased by 115.99%,
123.54%, and 169.69%, respectively, depending on the
variations in Re (20-200). A similar behavior was
observed for variations in the magnetic eld e ect and
inclination angle. In particular, heat transfer rates in
WCRC and WCNC increased by 51.68% and 5.40%
more than that in RCNC while magnetic eld was
placed at an angle of 0 . Accordingly, the values for
the same parameters were 54.10% and 6.81% while
magnetic eld was placed at an angle of 90 .

results. The e ects of Reynolds number, nanoparticles
concentration, Hartmann number, and inclination of
the magnetic eld on the ow and temperature behaviors within the wavy conduit were systematically
examined. The major ndings of this analysis are
summarized in the following:






5. Conclusions
The present study numerically investigated mixed convection in a wavy conduit with a pair of rotating
cylindrical heat sources in the presence of a magnetic
eld. To this end, the nite element method was
employed to solve the governing equations. Numerical code was also validated through an appropriate
comparison between the numerical and experimental






Fluid ow represented by the streamlines accelerated signi cantly upon increasing the Reynolds
number in the presence of cylindrical heat sources
and declined with the addition of nanoparticles and
higher strength amounts of magnetic eld;
Thermal eld represented by the isotherm distribution was sensitive to variations in Re and the
presence of heat sources; however, it was insensitive
to variations in  and Ha;
Heat transfer was enhanced with an increase in Re
and , whereas it was reduced with increase in Ha
at an angle of 45 ;
Average temperature decreased upon increasing Re
and increased upon increasing Ha and ;
Magnetic inclination angles exhibited typical behavior in terms of heat transfer rate and average
temperature, as well;
Compared to other cases, the maximum heat trans-
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fer was ensured, while magnetic eld was set to an
angle of 90 ;
 The speed ratio had a signi cant e ect on modulating the streamlines and isotherms distribution;
 Eciency of the heat transfer mechanism was found
optimum while using rotating cylinders rather than
their absence. There was a similar observation in
the case of wavy surface compared to rectangular
surfaces;
 Heat transfer was maximum in the counterclockwise
rotation of the cylinders compared to the clockwise
rotation.
The present study was conducted to introduce the
sophisticated applications of the improved designs and
suitable combination of signi cant parametric ranges
to enhance the cooling eciency of thermal equipment.
Since we completed the present investigation numerically, experimental investigation is required for further
validation of the present simulated ndings.

Nomenclature
a
B0
cp
ds
g
Gr
H
h
Ha
L
k
KB
Ki
N
n
Nuav
Pr
p
P
qw
Q
R
Re
T

Amplitude of the wavy conduit (m)
Magnitude of the applied magnetic
eld (Wb/m2 )
Speci c heat at constant pressure
(J/kg.K)
Nanoparticle diameter (nm)
Gravitational acceleration (m/s2 )
Grashof number (g f (Th Tc )H 3 =f2 )
Height of the wavy conduit (m)
Heat transfer coecient (W/m2 .K)
p
Hartmann number (B0 L f /f )
Length of the wavy conduit (m)
Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
Boltzmann constant (J/K)
Thermal conductivity ratio
Number of undulation
Normal direction
Average Nusselt number
Prandtl number (f = tf )
Dimensional pressure (N/m2 )
Dimensionless pressure
Heat ux (W/m2 )
Dimensionless heat generation
Radius of the cylinder (K)
Reynolds number (ui L=f )
Dimensional temperature (K)

T ref
Sr
u; v
U; V
x; y
X; Y

Reference temperature (K)
Speed ratio
Dimensional velocity components
(m/s)
Dimensionless velocity components
Dimensional coordinates (m)
Dimensionless coordinates

Greek symbols
t








!

Thermal di usivity (m2 /s)
Thermal expansion coecient (1/K)
Magnetic inclination angle
Dimensionless wave length (m)
Volume fraction of nanoparticles
Dimensionless temperature ((T
Tc )=(Th Tc ))
Dynamic viscosity (kg/m.s)
Kinematic viscosity (m2 /s)
Density (kg/m3 )
Electrical conductivity
Angular rotational velocity (m/s)

Subscripts
f
h
c
nf
r
s

Base uid
Hot
Cold
Nano uid
Ratio
Solid

Abbreviations
CBC
CWR
CCWR
SS
PS
WCRC
WCNC
RCNC

Convective Boundary Condition
Clockwise Rotation
Counter Clockwise Rotation
Stationary State
Peripheral Speed
Wavy Conduit with Rotating Cylinders
Wavy Conduit without Cylinders
Rectangular Conduit without
Cylinders
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